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TOP NEWS

'The Secret Code to a Successful Career Path in ICT' (PDF) by Andy Chen at the WCC 2015

Use your CIPS member login to view a PDF of Andy Chen's presentation from the 23rd IFIF World Computer Congress this year in Daejeon, South Korea. This conference took place Oct.4-7, 2015, at the Daejeoin Convention Center.

Should kids have the power to 'buy it now'?

I was watching a rerun of Dragon's Den when I heard a young boy make the case for a feature that many web brands are now rolling out — a "buy it now" button. It was intended for kids to order what they saw on the TV using the TV remote. Even with the prevarication that the child would have a limited budget versus a wide open credit card, this just seemed wrong to me. I was very glad when the dragons did not buy into it — Kevin O'Leary turned it down with enthusiasm.

Featured I.T. Jobs

Information Systems Coordinator, Yorkton, Saskatchewan
Manager, Business & Technology Systems, Whitehorse
Programmer Analyst, Mississauga, Ontario
WebSphere Platform Administrator, Ontario

Executive Lead, Toronto, Ontario

Project Office Coordinator, Calgary, Alberta

Vice President, IT Architecture & Integration, Winnipeg, Manitoba

Operations Lead - Systems Analyst, Toronto, Ontario

Senior Capacity Planner, Toronto, Ontario

Web Strategist, Kamloops, British Columbia

See more Job Postings and Upload your Resume at: http://jobs.cips.ca

IBM Webcast: 'Maximize ROI and Accelerate Adoption of a Successful Cloud Strategy with Workload Analysis'

Moving to a cloud environment can certainly lead to greater agility and cost savings. Yet defining your cloud strategy is just the first step. The next is to speed cloud adoption and ensure that your investment reaches its full potential. READ MORE

Fall perks! CIPS member benefits via Perkopolis

Click Here to access the CIPS Member Sign-Up page and obtain the unique "Member ID Code." Please note that you will require to use your CIPS Member Login to access this page. For assistance with logging in please send an email to info@cips.ca. READ MORE

Andy Chen's secrets to career and business success

Andy Chen, president & CEO of Catronic Enterprises, was a top keynote at IFIP World Computer Congress (WCC) in Korea recently, where he shared his years of experience as a top global executive. Andy Chen is the head of Catronic Enterprises, the consulting firm for the utility industry worldwide. As chair of IEEE Computer Society (IEEE-CS) Professional Education Board IT Committee Andy analyzes the demands of skills and competencies of ICT professionals today and in the future job market. READ MORE

CIPS AB Calgary Business Intelligence SIG MEETING: 'SAP Predictive Analytics'

Expose untapped opportunities and hidden risks buried in Big Data — with predictive analytics from SAP. Predict and influence business outcomes and respond to change before it happens. READ MORE

Featured Whitepaper: 'The ABCs of continuous release and deploy in a DevOps approach'

Agile practices have enabled development teams to quickly create change but too often the ability of operations to safely deploy every release to production is hindered with manual processes and poor communications. The result? A backlog in application deployment and organizational failure to keep up with business needs, market trends, and customer demands. READ MORE

Google Research's Eve Andersson: Top 9 tips on skills, trends, advice
for enterprises plus an extended chat
IT World Canada
Eve was a top keynote at the October IFIP World Computer Congress (WCC) in Korea where she shared her many deep insights. Based on Eve's keynote I am sharing the Top 9 software engineering tips. READ MORE

DATA MARKETING 2015
CIPS
Join us at the Westin Harbour Castle Hotel in TORONTO, on Nov. 18-20. The DATA MARKETING CONFERENCE & EXHIBITION is the premier event in Toronto where you can learn and network with the best and the brightest in data-driven marketing. READ MORE

CIPS welcomes IBM as a CIPS Corporate Partner!
CIPS
IBM is a globally integrated enterprise operating in over 170 countries. IBMers around the world bring innovative solutions to a diverse client base to help solve some of their toughest business challenges. READ MORE

October CIPS Volunteer of the Month: Lucien Peron I.S.P., ITCP
CIPS
What value has your involvement with CIPS provided? We should not lose sight on the fact that CIPS holds the only certification for the IT profession as a whole that is recognized by law by the government of Canada. And that only CIPS in Canada and ACS in Australia — out of approximately 60 other associations — are accredited by IFIP. We should be proud of that fact. READ MORE

TRENDING ARTICLES
Missed last week’s issue? See which articles your colleagues read most.

- October CIPS Volunteer of the Month: Lucien Peron I.S.P., ITCP (CIPS)
- Under the ICT mushroom cloud (IT World Canada)

Don’t be left behind. Click here to see what else you missed.

CIPS National Corporate Partners
The following organizations have demonstrated their commitment to professionalism, ethics, and high standards for the I.T. profession through their support of CIPS. CIPS thanks all its partners for their contribution.

Become a CIPS Corporate Partner Today! - Send an email to jelias@cips.ca
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